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The data amount on the web is serious problem for the common user. One of the most 
relevant sources of information over the web are news portals (nytimes.com, 

reuters.com, etc.). Most of users prefer large renowned news metaportals. They include 

thousands of daily added news from the whole world and there is no chance to access 
them in a fast and comfortable way for every user. The only way to help the user is to 

filter large amount of information and reduce it to an acceptable amount. There are 

several filtering systems in this domain nowadays [3], [4].  
The main problem in the content-based filtering is effective and enough 

expressive representation of items (or articles). This is often done by means of text 

summarization [1] or keywords extraction [2]. These techniques are commonly used in 

English based systems and cannot be easily applied to other languages. Keywords 
extraction and summarization brings better results as the other methods but are more 

time consuming. These methods cannot represent non-text documents without 

modification.  
Proposed representation compresses article information value to short vectors, 

which are used for fast similarity computation over the specific articles time-window. 

This vector represents article in an effective way, so there is no need to store whole 
articles. Proposed method expects pre-processed article as an input and produces vector 

representation usually no longer than 30 words. Then these vectors can be easily used 

for similarity computations or we can use them in special structures for 

recommendation e.g. binary trees [5]. 
Our method for content-based news recommendation uses this effective article 

representation. We use similar articles to create recommended content based on 

implicit user model. The method for recommendation is based on three basic steps – 
computing article similarity, creating user model and recommendation based on first 

two steps (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Proposed news recommendation method. 

In the article similarity step it is necessary to preprocess every article to reduce word 

space. Then is article represented in an effective vector representation, which is used in 

cosine similarity computation. As a result of article similarity step we obtain a list of 
similar articles for every article in the dataset. User model is created implicitly based 

on server logs by identification of visited and recommended article for unique cookie. 

Finally is the recommended content from both similar articles and user model created. 
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